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As our world heals, let’s heal with it
After months of quarantine, and quality couch time, we’re all feeling the need to stretch our legs and
enjoy a little summer freedom. Let’s make this your season of wellness, with some amazing rewards
that add a healthy dose of activity, exercise, and fun to your life. We’ve gathered a few of our favourite
rewards below to help inspire more action.

Apple Watch, Series 3, 42mm
The Apple Watch Series 3 is the perfect swimproof fitness
tracker, music player and iPhone companion. With builtin GPS for fast and accurate running distance, pace and
route directions, it also lets you send and receive text
messages, answer phone calls, follow maps, and receive
notifications when connected to your iPhone. This stylish
42mm watch features a stunning space gray aluminum
case and lightweight black Sport Band.

Powerbeats Pro Wireless Earphones
These Powerbeats Pro wireless earphones will revolutionize
the way you work out. They are sweat and water resistant
and feature adjustable, secure-fit earhooks for extended
comfort that stay in place, no matter how active you are.
Delivering up to 9 hours of listening time and powerful,
balanced audio, each earbud has full volume and track
controls, and Siri voice assistant built in for hand-free calls,
messages or music search.

Fitbit Charge 4
Take charge of your fitness with the lightweight, stylish and
waterproof FitBit Charge 4. With an amazing 7-day battery
and built-in GPS, this FitBit is all you need to track your allday activity level, workout pace, distance, heart rate and
sleep cycles. You can also control your Spotify playlists,
make secure contactless payments and track your progress
and join fitness challenges with the FitBit app.

Stamina Seated Upper Body
Exercise Bike
Staying active has never been more comfortable. Now
you can tone up your torso, and work all the major muscle
groups in your shoulders, arms, back, chest and core,
all while sitting down. With two grip options for proper
alignment and an adjustable resistance dial, this exercise
bike keeps you on track with an easy-to-read LCD monitor
for time, speed, distance and calorie burn.

Big Mouth Juice Extractor
This Hamilton Beach juice extractor turns all your vitaminpacked fresh fruits and vegetables into a delicious,
nutritious drink. With a powerful 800 watt motor, it can
juice even the hardest vegetables in seconds, and is quickly
disassembled for easy dishwasher cleaning. The extrawide 3” chute fits many whole fruits and vegetables, so you
can spend less times prepping and more time juicing.

Dyson Pure Hot + Cool Air Purifier Fan
Make your home’s air cleaner and more comfortable
with this stylish Dyson Pure Hot + Cool purifier fan
heater. Purifying the air year-round, it removes 99.97%
of pollutants and allergens as small as 0.3 microns with
a 360-degree glass HEPA filter. In winter, a diffused fan
heater mode heats an entire room evenly with no cold
spots. In summer, the quiet high-velocity fan cools as it
rotates and tilts.

Power2Motivate is a global leader in reward and recognition management and has been a full incentive
specialist for over 25 years. We assist clients with concept development, program design, promotions
implementations and more! Looking to find out more about our reward offerings, reach out to the team today!
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